
All Inclusive 5 Star Family Resort

Playa Mujeres, Mexico







Perfectly designed with luxury surrounded by a deep sense of  tranquility. Jr. Suite offers distinctive design elements 

and elegant accommodation with a terrace which points to the golf  course or the stunning turquoise 

Caribbean. (742 sq ft) Golf  course or ocean view

1 King Size bed and double sofa bed



ESTUDIO Playa Mujeres offers a Luxury All Inclusive plan, an innovative concept in personalized 

service to enjoy an experience immersed in Mexican Art, ensuring a pleasant and relaxing stay.

Additionally, ESTUDIO Playa Mujeres features the innovative ESTUDIO Artist Service®, a luxurious 

experience featuring top-notch services and amenities for all guests, including:

•Total-Rest Beds®, for an invigorating sleep featuring top-quality bed sheets and a complete pillow 

menu.

•Chill-out Bath®, luxurious marble bathroom with tub, rain shower and sinks for two, Molton Brown® 

bath amenities, vanity mirrors and bathrobes for a comfy stay.

•Bar with water, soft drinks, beers, tea and Mexican traditional coffee, daily restocked.

•24-Hour in-room dining menu

•Pool Concierge for assistance with towels.

•Free Broadband Wi-fi throughout the entire resort.





At ESTUDIO Playa Mujeres there is a special place created for younger guests visiting the 

resort, where fantastic things happen all the time.

Doodle Land® is an innovative concept that triggers creativity in a fun atmosphere with 

interactive programs, gastronomic workshops and interesting activities immersed in 

contemporary Mexican art. Additionally, a complete program of activities can be enjoyed with 

diverse experiences in contact with nature, the ATELIER·ESTUDIO Playa Mujeres surrounding 

technology and cutting-edge facilities.



Doodle Camp is much more than just a Kids Club. Little Doodlers will have lots of  fun in 

the only-one Fab Lab in Mexico which feature robotic and 3D printing activities, have a 

blast learning about interesting themes in a fascinating planetarium or preparing their own meals 

as part of  the Doodle Chef program.



A unique program specially created where Doodlers will 

learn about art techniques, will create their own 

masterpieces using simple materials and enjoy limitless fun.



LA CONSENTIDA - MEXICAN AND INTERNATIONAL BUFFET



Inspired by the wild flavors of  southern Italy, Cala di Luna is a meeting point for 

authentic lovers of  Italian cuisine.  Ala Carte with timeless recipes that endure over time.
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BIKINI AZUL RESTAURANT and BAR 

Poolside restaurant to delight with a great assortment of  international dishes 

and cocktails.



KOPAI – Japanese ala carte EL SUSPIRO – Seafood Ala Carte



SUSHI CONVEYOR BELT



Nuup Spa is the place to indulge the senses with 

a luxurious selection of  world-class treatments 

and services:

(45,200 sq ft) distributed in three levels

18 treatments cabins with private shower:

12 individual cabins

2 double cabins

2 individual Spa Suites with tub and lounge 

area

2 double Spa Suites with tub and resting 

area with chaise lounge chair

Lounges to relax before and after treatments

Tea station with assorted flavors

Hydrotherapy circuit:

Sensations Shower

Steam Room

Sauna

Ludic Pool



CAMPO DE GOLF DE

ATELIER-ESTUDIO PLAYA MUJERES

GOLF COURSE DESIGNED BY GREG NORMAN

Guests of Atelier-Estudio Playa Mujeres have the advantage of enjoying the golf 

course from the first day of their stay. The concierge is always available to 

coordinate reservations, practice games before the tee off, transportation from the 

hotel lobby to the Clubhouse, clubs and cart rental, as well as assistance with 

storing personal equipment.

INSPIRA GREEN-FREE® BENEFITS

• Staying in a luxury all-inclusive resort like the Atelier-Estudio Playa 

Mujeres offers guests the chance to enjoy exclusive benefits when booking any 

INSPIRA Suite category, which offer up to eight complimentary green 

fees and unlimited use of  practice holes on game day; during the round, 

with a little luck, guests can also admire crocodiles sunbathing in the 

Caribbean sun; feeding them is not recommended – they might be 

hungry! The number of  complimentary rounds of  golf  vary depending on 

the room category reserved and apply for stays of  5 nights or more.



Destination 
Weddings are 

AMAZING with an 
Adult Section 

Atelier or 
Family Section 

Estudio
Contact:

Donna Alkarmi
972-658-6351


